
stylish & accessible solutions for independent living 

helping you choose the right solution - get the facts and avoid the most common 

and expensive mistakes when buying a bath / shower room solution 



welcome to this special guide... 

Hello, 

We have developed this guide to help inform all customers of the various 

bath / shower room solutions available to them. It is commonly perceived 

that the only product available to facilitate easy / safe bathing is a walk-in 

bath however this isn't the case.  

While walk-in baths are ideal for many people, giving more independence 

and the ability to enjoy a refreshing soak without the worry of getting in and 

out, they are not right for everyone’s unique needs  

Over the years we have watched many people come close to making the 

wrong decision when deciding if a Walk in Bath is the right solution for 

themselves or their relatives, and we have been able to guide them to the 

correct solution, to making the best decision and avoiding costly mistakes. 

For some people, their needs can be met with a much simpler and              

cheaper solution, for others their needs will be better served by different 

products, which some less than professional suppliers may not tell you 

about. 

And that is the purpose of this guide. To give you the benefit of our                    

experience in an impartial and easy to read guide so that you have the 

facts and can make the right choice. 

Our guide gives you easy to follow information and checklists so that you 

can… 

 Evaluate if a walk-in bath is right for you or your relative 

 Decide which bath / shower room solution is the most appropriate 

for different needs 

 Be aware of the biggest and most common mistakes 

 Ask key questions of your potential supplier to ensure that you get 

value for money and the right outcome 

 

If you would like more information, or would like to visit us to discuss your 

specific requirements please phone us on 0113 201 5030 or email us at 

info@moreability.co.uk and we’ll be happy to help. 
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1. walk-in baths  

A walk in bath is a leading product in the mobility market for the elderly 

and less able as it provides an excellent solution to many common bathing 

problems. 

As you can see from the photo, these baths have a hinged door with a 

pressure sealed edge and locking mechanism, to the front or side of the 

bath. 

This enables you to simply walk into the bath, rather than having to “lever” 

yourself over the side, and down into the bath. And when the time comes 

to get out of the bath, a walk in bath eliminates the need to hoist yourself 

up, and then over the edge of the bath to get out. 

Getting in and out of a normal bath can be hard work even for most able 

bodied, fit people. But for the elderly or less able, this either becomes 

simply impossible, or such an ordeal that it causes anxiety or discomfort, 

and can even be dangerous. 

There are a variety of models available for various applications. 

Walk in baths can be thermostatically controlled so that the water          

temperature is easy to control, avoiding the risk of scalding. You can also 

get walk in baths with height adjustable powered seats which lower you 

into and raise you out of the water, and most walk in baths are also                      

available with hydrotherapy massage options. 

Most will fit into the same space as a normal bath, which means they can 

be quickly and easily installed in most domestic bathrooms. 

A walk in bath makes life a lot easier in the bathroom, they give you back 

your independence and let you relax in private. 

 

an overview: 



2. why buy a walk-in bath? 

the benefits: 

You may have reached the stage where you are not able to easily get out of your 

existing bath (which for most of people can be hard, as it requires a great deal of 

upper body strength – the very strength that deteriorates as we grow older). 

Or you may be in constant danger of slipping or falling, knowing that if you do, your 

confidence will drain and ‘bath time’ will become a nightmare. 

The downward spiral of fear and loss of confidence could become all too real,                 

increasing barriers to independent living and good personal hygiene. 

Walk-in baths can greatly improve your independence at home, enabling you to         

easily enter and exit the bath without the need to climb over the side of a traditional 

bath. 

While a walk-in bath is not the only option for elderly or less able people, if you have 

a particular condition that makes bathing essential and therapeutic, or you love being 

able to have a leisurely hot soak, then a walk in bath can offer many benefits                      

including: 

 replaces existing bath - a new walk-in bath fits in the place of your existing 

bath allowing installation without extensive and costly remodelling. 

 easy installation - installation disruption is minimal and they are usually 

fitted in a day or two. 

 good looks - the clean lines and stylish design of a modern walk-in bath will 

enhance any bathroom. 

 comfortable - they come with a comfortable built in moulded seat for a                 

relaxing bathing experience. The seat is fixed at a reasonable height to allow 

sitting and standing (a seat which is too low can make sitting and standing 

impossible). 

 easy to get into - powered seat options are available making it easier to get 

into and out of the bath. 

 showering - a shower can be installed above the bath, which enables the 

bath to be used as a sit down self enclosed shower cubicle, offering an                 

alternative and quicker way of keeping clean. This means that elderly or less 

able people can enjoy the benefits of a refreshing and invigorating shower. 

 spa option - all walk-in baths are available with a hydrotherapy spa,                    

enhancing your luxury bathing experience. 

 non-slip - they have non slip floors, which increases your safety and reduces 

the chance of accidents. 

 safe water temperature - they are fitted with a thermostatic mixer tap,                   

ensuring the incoming water stays at a safe constant temperature. 

 no leaks - because the door is pressure sealed against the side of the bath, 

as the water level rises, this creates an excellent seal, ensuring no leaks. 

However, while they are ideal for many people, giving more independence and the 

ability to enjoy a refreshing soak in a bath without the worry of getting in and out, they 

are not right for everyone’s unique needs. 

 

 
 

 



3. walk-in bath disadvantages 

the biggest and most common mistakes people 

make when buying a walk-in bath: 

Today, walk in baths have a high profile through expensive advertising                 

campaigns in the national press and on television, which can tend to make 

some people conclude that a walk in bath is “the only” solution for                     

themselves or for their relatives. 

This is far from the truth. 

What these adverts don’t point out is that while a walk in bath can be the 

ideal solution for many people, for some it is NOT a good solution. And that 

there are many different bathing options to choose from. 

A walk in bath has many advantages, especially if you really want to have a 

soak in a bath – but they also have a number of disadvantages that are less 

well publicised. 

Here are the facts on why a walk in bath may not be the best solution… 

 waist down soak only - At best, with a walk in bath, soaking in the 

bath will only be from the waist down, as the height of the seat 

(positioned to make it easier to sit down and get up) has you sitting 

higher up in the bath than normal. They do not allow for the full body 

soak which many people associate with a good bath. 

 slow filling - As the water is thermostatically mixed, it can often be 

the case that it will take some time to fill up, often as long as 15 

minutes, sometimes longer. This means sitting in the bath, undressed, 

waiting for the water level to rise, which can be a tedious, cold (if the 

bathroom is not well heated) and boring experience. 

 slow draining - Due to the size of the waste system, it can also take 

up to 15 minutes for the water to drain, which must happen BEFORE 

you can open the door to exit the bath. This means that you are left 

sitting in the bath, unclothed and soaking wet for a lengthy period of 

time. In normal, every day use this can be irritating but in an                      

emergency this can be a very significant problem. 

 long bath time - With a walk in bath you have to get in and close the 

door before you can set the water running - the bath must be filled 

and emptied with the door closed. Allowing for 15 minutes to fill, 10 

minutes to wash and soak, and another 10-15 minutes to drain                 

meaning you are actually in the bath for 35 to 45 minutes. 



3. walk-in bath disadvantages cont. 

the biggest and most common mistakes people 

make when buying a walk-in bath (continued): 

 cold water - often, the water has cooled by the time the bath is full, 

which means your actual wash and soak is less than comfortable, 

and by the time the bath has drained and you are able to open the 

door to exit you can be sitting in uncomfortably cool water. This can 

be even worse if your bathroom is not heated adequately. 

 operating the bath – walk-in baths may be operated by the user, an 

attendant, or by both. When choosing it is important to consider if the 

user can step up into the bath, operate the door and lock, reach and 

operate the taps and plug controls, and sit down and stand up from  

the integral bath seat. These operations can be quite difficult for some 

elderly or less able people. 

 seat height – in many Ads you may notice the model enjoying a 

shoulder deep bath. This usually indicates that the seat is set low in 

the bath which means that for many people sitting and standing from 

such a low seat is simply not possible – with some extreme cases 

requiring the bath to be removed. 

 low step - although with a walk-in bath there are no high sides to 

negotiate, the bather must still be able to manage a low step on entry 

and exit from the bath. 

 leg room – some walk-in baths are square shaped. As stiffness in 

hips and knees are a common problem for elderly people, a bath with 

limited legroom may well be too cramped, causing discomfort and 

pain, making bathing “too much” for them. There should be sufficient 

legroom in the bath once the door is closed. 

A walk-in bath does have its place and can be an excellent solution to many 

common bathing problems. However, it is important to weigh up the                   

advantages and disadvantages, and to make an informed decision before 

investing in your future bathing needs. 

Some of the disadvantages discussed above can mean that for some                   

people, a walk in bath simply replaces one set of problems with a new set, 

completely negating the purpose of the exercise. 

Unfortunately, many people do not discover the disadvantages until it is too 

late and the old bath has been removed, and the new walk in bath has been 

installed. This is a big shame and totally avoidable with the right advice and 

help with choosing the best solution. 



4. alternative solutions 

deciding which solution is most appropriate for 

you and your needs: 

As you can see from the previous chapters, when you are thinking about buying 

a walk-in bath there are many things that you need to think about and take into 

account. 

The buying process should be considered to ensure you don't rush into making 

an inappropriate and expensive purchase, which you will regret or at worst have 

to reverse. 

A good specialist independent living company will be able to advise you on                 

alternative solutions to consider depending on the needs of you or your relative. 

 Some of the common alternatives are… 

 powered seats - Today there is a wide range of specialist baths with 

powered seats that lower you into and out of the bath. For many people, 

this can be less costly and a more practical solution. 

 lie down walk-in baths - Some walk-in baths, with a powered seat, allow 

you to lie down for a full soak. 

 battery operated bath lifters - These relatively low cost solutions give 

many people vital assistance with the hardest part of getting into and out 

of their existing bath and they can be fitted to your existing bath,                          

eliminating the expense and hassle of fitting a new bath, and associated 

electrical work. 

 level or low access shower cubicles - For some people, shower                 

cubicles with level or low access allow safe entry and exit to a shower 

with a comfortable seat. This can mean cleaning is fast, safe and easy. 

 wet floor showers - Wet floor showers are a great alternative to the 

more traditional level access showers. There are no steps or lips to             

manoeuvre so you can just walk or wheel yourself in and away you go. 

 Walk-In or wheel-in shower cubicles - A shower with a small ramp or 

level access will accommodate a wheelchair user which means that             

getting into the shower is easy and safe. 

 belt style bath lift - This bathing solution allows you to enjoy a full soak 

in your own bath by providing you with a wide belt style seat which gently 

lowers you into your bath, and then lifts you back to a sitting                   

position when your bath is complete. 

In addition to considering which solution is the best for your situation, you will 

also need to consider factors such as your budget, suitability, sizes and more. 

We have also listed examples of the types of baths and showers available along 

with photos. 



5. things to consider & finishing touches 

Toilets & Basin’s 

Raised height toilets make getting on and off the toilet much easier and     

safer, whereas raised height basins reduce the need to bend over and ease 

the amount of strain put on your back. Both look identical to standard                   

bathroom sanitary ware with the height difference remaining unseen to the 

naked eye. 

Height adjustable washbasins are the perfect solution if you use the                   

bathroom seated, or in a wheelchair. They allow you to automatically adjust 

the height to suit your own needs, or simply get closer to the basin to wash in 

comfort. .  

Auto Toilet Bidets are an all in one solution. They would similarly to a                  

standard toilet but also incorporate washing and drying facilities that are               

controlled by the user.  

Fittings 

Taps can become particularly troublesome. Our specialist bath & basin taps 

include those which are easy to operate, lever taps - great if you no longer 

have the strength or grip necessary to operate your taps safely, taps that 

supply hot water on demand and taps with thermostatic options to avoid              

accidental scalding. We can also provide lever shower handles and                      

thermostatic shower fittings.  

Flooring  

Slip resistant vinyl for added safety and peace of mind is a shower room must 

have! 

Finishing Touches 

Shower seats: allow those who may not be able to comfortably stand to enjoy 

their invigorating shower whilst sitting down. Fold-away shower seats help to 

retain space, allowing for easy access, alternative options also include seats 

with added comfort supplied with extra padding, arms and backrests for                  

additional support. 

Grab Rails: Available in a wide range of shapes and sizes, most grab rails are 

made from non-slip materials and are specifically designed to be very easy to 

grab and hold on to. 

The vast amount of styles, shapes, colours & sizes of tiles and wall boards 

now available means you will be able to find something that will complement 

your new suite. 

Heated towel rails, under floor heating and efficient space saving radiators 

are just a number of options available for heating your new bathroom or 

shower room. Similarly recessed lighting, discreet lighting and light mirrors 

are the preferred lighting instruments.  



6. choosing 

How to choose the right supplier to ensure you 

get value for money and the right solution: 

As you can see, matching the right solution to the needs of you or your 

relative is vital. 

Living with the wrong choice can often mean the situation is not improved 

and in some cases, even worsened. And when you consider that a bathing 

solution can run into several thousand pounds, that is an expensive               

mistake. 

Here is a checklist of questions to ask and things to look for when                        

choosing your supplier… 

 range of options - a good supplier will be able to provide a range 

of options. The risk in dealing with a company that specialises in 

just one area (for example, walk in baths) is that they could be               

motivated to “shoe horn” you into the product that they sell, which 

means you run the risk of unforeseen problems. 

 view different options - a reputable supplier will be able to show 

you the different options in a showroom setting so that you can see 

for yourself exactly what your options are, and come to a good               

decision on which is the best choice for you or your relative. One 

other key advantage of being able to visit a showroom is that you 

can (within reason) Try Before You Buy and get a real feel for how 

suitable each option is. 

 give advice - one way of assessing a potential suppliers                      

motivations and expertise is by the questions that they ask you. If 

they ask good questions (based on the differing needs highlighted 

in previous sections), and then take the time to talk you through 

your options, carefully explaining the advantages & disadvantages 

of each, then your chances of getting the right solution are much               

improved. 

 correct prices - there can be a wide range of prices charged for a 

similar walk in bath, or bathing solution, even for the same product 

and installation. If you are talking to a high profile national                       

advertising supplier, then it is worth talking to a reputable local                  

company as well. After all, those expensive full-page ads and                

television commercials have to be paid for somehow. 



7. choosing cont. 

How to choose the right supplier to ensure you get 

value for money and the right solution (continued): 

 home survey / home sales call - There can be a big difference 

between the intentions of different companies when it comes to 

visiting you in your home. Whilst a Home Survey is an important 

step is ensuring that you get the right solution, a “double glazing” 

style sales presentation, thinly disguised as a survey, is much less 

desirable and worthwhile. Ask what will happen before making an 

appointment. 

 sales people - buying a walk-in bath is a serious purchase with 

long-term benefits if you get it right, and also long term problems if 

you make the wrong choice. The last thing you need is to come 

under pressure to buy from a “hard sell” salesperson. If you are 

under pressure to make a fast decision or if you are offered a better 

price than that originally quoted – then beware. Take the time you 

need to review your options and become comfortable with the                

company you choose. 

 installation - installation is important to how successful your new 

bathing solution is – especially over the long term. Ask whether 

they employ their own installers, or if they use sub contractors. Ask 

how many similar installations that team has done, or does every 

month.  

And it can also be a good idea to… 

 ask for testimonials - ask to be allowed to speak to local                   

customers of the company or at the very least to see a wide range 

of client comments from unsolicited customer letters or emails. That 

way you can get a feel for how good the quality and service levels 

are. Be suspicious if these are not available, or appear to be too 

well presented to be authentic. 

 local authority supplier - another way to “check out” your              

potential provider can be to see who else they work for, such as 

Local Authorities. This is not fool proof, but a long-standing                     

relationship with several Local Authority type customers can                   

support the credentials of a supplier. 
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taking the next step... 

We trust that you have found this guide useful. 

Over the years we have had many people come to us to remove, replace or rectify badly chosen baths. 

Often there is nothing wrong with the actual product – it was simply the wrong product for their specific 

needs and requirements. 

You can benefit from this experience by taking on board the information in this report and becoming a 

more informed buyer. 

When the time is right, we’d love to have the opportunity to discuss your requirements and help you to 

choose the right bathing solution. 

We have been supplying and installing independent living products, specialising in baths and bathrooms, 

for private individuals and local authorities throughout Yorkshire since 1965. 

To speak to one of our experienced team… 

call our friendly team on: 0113 201 5030 

email us at: info@moreability.co.uk 

visit our website: www.moreability.co.uk. 

visit our showroom: MoreAbility, Partnership House, 6 Hales Road, Wortley, Leeds, LS12 4PL 
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